NEARLY ONE YEAR INTO EBOLA VIRUS DISEASE (EVD) PREPAREDNESS IN SOUTH SUDAN

WFP has been instrumental to South Sudan’s EVD preparedness/response plans by utilizing its engineering and logistics capacities among others. To date three isolation units have been built, 70 mt of critical EVD cargo prepositioned, over 200 passengers moved, and dozens of blood samples transported. In addition, WFP has conducted technical assessment missions, scaled up warehousing support, provided IM/GIS mapping support, and made provision for contingency stock to feed patients in isolation units.

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

- **70 MT**
  - EVD-related cargo transported

- **4**
  - Ambulances procured and delivered

- **20+**
  - MSUS in stock to augment storage needs & temperature controlled EVD storage space in Juba

ACTIVE MEMBER

- OF THE EVD NATIONAL TASK FORCE (NTF) AND STRATEGIC ADVISORY GROUP (SAG)

LEAD

- OF THE EVD LOGISTICS TECHNICAL WORKING GROUP

TRANSPORT

- OF PASSENGERS AND EVD BLOOD SAMPLES